Editor’s Note: This article, by Dudley Primeaux and his strong
team of co-authors, is part of the series of Top Thinker articles
appearing in JPCL throughout 2012. Mr. Primeaux is one of 24
recipients of JPCL’s 2012 Top Thinkers: The Clive Hare Honors,
given for significant contributions to the protective coatings
industry over the past decade. The award is named for Clive
Hare, a 20-year contributor to JPCL who shared his encyclopedic knowledge of coatings in many forums. Professional profiles of all of the award winners, as well as an article by Clive
Hare, will appear in a special 13th issue of JPCL, to be published in August 2012.
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tion and training work. This experience has

Fig. 2: Grand Isle, LA, beach rehabilitation
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improper surface preparation, spray applica-
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the sand slurry, and the area now has a nice
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(Fig. 2).3
A similar type of installation of the polyureacoated geotextile containers was scheduled
for a new river crossing, bridge construction,
and header protection area in S. Honduras.
The geotextile containers were already in
place and filled with sand; they just needed
the polyurea coating application for protection. The procedure for installing the geotextile containers can either be that they are
sprayed first then sand slurry filled, as at
Grand Isle, or sand filled before coating, as at
S. Honduras. The choice depends on the way
the containers will be installed, where they will
be located, and access limitations. Because
the polyurea coating is only applied on the top

Fig. 3: Honduras geotube coating

performing satisfactorily in immersion applications, including potable water, wastewater,
and oil- and gas-related tank lining work.2

Application of the Technology
Outside of the typical application areas that
one might consider for coating and lining
work, there are other interesting applications
of the technology. One such application is the
use of the polyurea technology as a protective
coating system for geotextile fabrics. This
combination has been used in a variety of secondary and primary liner containment applications with excellent success. One area of
work in particular is coating a proprietary

Fig. 4: Flooded river and collapsed bridge in Honduras

woven polyethylene geotextile container technology used in soil stabilization/infrastructure
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the tube, in either situation. The presence of

tect the thermoplastic system from sunlight

placed along the beachfront to rebuild about

water (from the sand slurry) is the main rea-
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son polyurea is used, because of the lack of
moisture interaction with the spray system
during installation. A polyurethane or even a
hybrid system would have foamed.
The day after completion of the project, a
message was received from Honduras with
the subject line, “Amazing sequence of events
with the [geotextile containers].” The message
was puzzling until the last picture was viewed.
Unbelievably, the new concrete bridge was
gone! It had rained so much that the area
flooded, and the 100-meter-wide riverbed was
full of flowing (rushing) water. But the polyureacoated containers were still in place (Figs. 3
and 4)!
In the past few years, the recent surge in
activity for domestic oil and gas sources has
contributed significantly to the use of polyurea
Fig. 6: Robotic sprayed-in-place pipelining
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Fig. 5: Helicopter ballistic protection
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5).6

is inserted into the joint section, and either the

series (Fig.

The ballistic composite
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required the development of a polyurea spray

ondary containment/frac pond liners as well

system with some unique features. First, the
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material itself required high impact strength

in length. And this use is not just for straight

tanks.4 As a result, standards that qualify the

(though not bullet-proof strength). Other

run pipe, but can also include various 45-

use of these types of systems were required.

requirements included fire retardance and

degree and 90-degree pipe bends. Unique
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antimicrobial resistance to the chemicals and

polyurea systems are formulated to be

recently published the CAN/ULC-S668-12

fuels associated with aircraft use. Most impor-

processed in the robotic equipment, which has

standard relating to secondary containment

tantly, the fast-set technology required adhe-
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work wherein the process for spray-applied lin-

sion to the low surface energy composite sub-
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ers, including polyurea systems, is noted.5

strate—not an easy order, but it was done

diameter pipe and corrugated sections. While

Polyurea technology is also being utilized to
protect and save lives in our military in the
form of special composite panels that actually

and is performing

well.7

There have also been some new developments and involvement related to interior
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The new developments are for installed sec-

the primary use of the technology is for
water/wastewater work in our failing infrastructure, the technology is also being performed in
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the industrial and chemical sectors for suc-

The primary focus of this standard is to

viable and growing coating and lining technolo-

cessful pipeline rehabilitation (Fig. 6).8

establish minimum surface preparation

gy. This change is evidenced by industry

Evaluations have shown that the applied

requirements as well as types of lining sys-

acceptance, the number of companies supply-

robotic polyurea pipelining system not only

tems for pipelining conditions. Interestingly

ing quality polyurea coating and lining sys-
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enough, there are modified polyurea sys-

tems, and the wide range of applications. To
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tems that achieve the Class IV Structural

further qualify this, SSPC has issued various

Polyurethane Journal, FAPU-69, November/December, 2011,
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Tank Conference & Trade Show, National Institute for Storage
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lower class would be a more flexible lining

I am just proud to have been part of polyurea
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technology from the start and to have seen
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sure rating of over 400 psi (27.6 bar). Failure
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the progression.

pressure alone just for a pipe made with
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